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Available Again!

Masuda’s
Frozen In Time

New Edition
Masuda's Legendary masterpiece, Frozen In Time, is finally back.

Time NEVER stops!  In 1998, Masuda performed this magic on television for the
first time ever. This outstanding magic seriously produces a deep impact on your
entire audience. Even other magicians will not believe what they have just seen in
front of their own eyes.

The reveal is a very shocking moment—people have never seen this kind of magic
before.

Frozen In Time never been frozen... Back by popular demand, with its brilliant
design and fine texture.

Place a photo frame containing a picture of a pocket watch, on the table, facing
down. Now, ask the spectator to name their favorite hour. Then, the photo inside
the photo frame is revealed... The time on the watch in the photo exactly matches
the spectator's chosen hour... A prediction using a photo,
which is as known as an untransmutable object, has a
huge impact. This photo frame is thick and super-clear
acrylic. A real screw (not an imitation) is used to securely
secure the frame on each corner.

Because of its luxury appearance, this is a first-class item
even as an interior accessory. We're proud to announce
that Frozen In Time New Edition has the highest quality
in terms of appearance, mechanism and, most important
of all, structure.

$70

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/frozen-in-time-new-edition-by-masuda
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Total Foolers!
Martin Lewis’s

Close-Up
Cardiographic

With Close-up Cardiographic, Martin has
taken his classic Sketchpad Rising Card to
the next level. The effect is the same as
Cardiographic but built for close-up

performances; a drawing of a selected card rises from a drawing of a deck of cards.
The resulting impossible object is handed out as a souvenir.

The brand new, super-clean method is self-contained and angle-proof.  The audience
sees you draw on the pad prior to the card rising.  Fast reset for restaurant or
strolling.  Includes 50 giveaway pages.  Made in America and built to last.

“I have always wanted to present a close-up version of Cardiographic but have
been unable to create my dream pad until recent advances in material technology
made it possible.  My criteria were simple, I wanted a pad that would comfortably
fit in my pocket. That could be done surrounded under the closest scrutiny. It
had to be self-contained and needed a fast reset for strolling, and most important
of all, it had to look impossible.”  --MARTIN LEWIS

$60

Timothy Wenk’s
Misled

Misled is a complete 2-phase routine. To
see it is to need it.  Comes with detailed
printed instructions with illustrations and

directions to how you can get an online tutorial too!  The best of BOTH worlds.

Phase 1: Their bill is stabbed and torn.  They see it
happen, and they hear it happen! RRRrrip!!! Then you
magically restore their bill. Good as new.

Phase 2: Famous SLOW-MOTION melt-through.  Truly
powerful. Looks like trick photography.  Often met with
stunned silence.

Misled is amazingly strong because…Everything can be
examined before and after the routine.  The bill is borrowed,
and ungaffed. The pencil can also be examined before and
after the routine, under a microscope, if need be! It is just
an ordinary pencil and it is NOT GAFFED.  The pencil and
bill never leave the audience’s sight, from beginning to end.
POSITIVELY NO SWITCHING AT ALL.  Same bill. Same
pencil. You can even give the pencil away!

$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/close-up-cardiographic-martin-lewis/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/misled-timothy-wenk/
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John Jurney Exclusives
Transformer Coin

System
Pay attention to the word—System— as that
is what you are getting here! The ultimate set
from John Jurney that allows you to perform
a multitude of vanishes, appearances and
transpositions.  First introduced at Magic Live
2018, where we sold out on the second day,
despite bringing deep inventory. The reason is
three-fold: quality construction of the coins, the
incredible variation of different effects you can

perform and price.  In other words, if you were able to individually
purchase all the necessary coins needed to make up this set, it
would set you back TWICE the price of what is being offered
here.  That stated, you can’t purchase these coins individually
because they are custom-made by John Jurney.  This set allows
you to perform some of the most visually “eye-popping” coin
magic possible. It comes with routines and explanations, but
there are so many other possible effects above and beyond what
is featured.  This is the complete package.  If desired, you
can perform effects using just some of the coins provided or
incorporate all of them for a medley of mind-blowing magic.

What you get:  Half Dollar Triple Sliding Coin, Standard Half
Dollar Coin, Chinese Split Coin, Standard Chinese Coin, Australian Penny Split
Coin, Standard Australian Penny, Standard Shim, Custom Leather Coin Purse
that holds all the coins, Drawstring Velvet Storage Bag and a link for routines and
explanations.

$250
Split Coin—Quarter

You can perform “many” different effects with this coin
including the popular visual coin through the bag.

The audience sees two coins inside a small plastic bag—a
penny and a quarter.  The magician asks a spectator to name
aloud one of the two coins. In this case the response is
“penny.”  So the magician pulls the quarter physically from
the bottom of the bag. The only way this is possible is by
tearing the plastic leaving a hole in the bag!  The penny is
left, he tilts the bag toward the same place where the quarter
was ripped out of the bag. Surely the penny will fall, as it’s
smaller than the quarter! But the penny does NOT fall! The performer hands
the bag with penny in it out to be inspected—there is NO HOLE in the bottom
of the bag!  Impossible?  Can be performed anywhere, anytime in almost any
conditions. Close up or street magic.  No angle problems. A Miracle!

$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/transformer-coin-system-john-jurney/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/split-coin-quarter/
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Steve Fearson Presents...
Sugar Bunny

You take an ordinary packet of sugar and empty
the contents into your hand, forming it into a fist.

You proceed to squeeze the sugar and mumble a
few choice magic words before telling your audience
to ready their cameras for a once in a lifetime photo
opportunity. Slowly, your hand is opened to reveal…
a bunny! You have somehow formed the sugar into
the unmistakable shape of a tiny rabbit, with a mind-
boggling amount of detail! Just as quickly as it
appeared the bunny vanishes, leaving you with
empty hands. You gesture towards the empty sugar
packet on the table, telling a spectator to check
and see if the bunny jumped back into the packet.
The packet is found not only to be full… but sealed!

This is an illusion that you’ll find yourself performing every chance you get.

Each bunny is crafted from a lightweight, durable polymer and the detail is incredible,
it absolutely looks like it’s been formed from sugar even close up.

This new package with included prop completes the evolution of the
effect, making it practical and portable. It’s the ultimate table-hopper!.

$19.50
Pierced

Pierced is shock magic at its finest.  A stick pin is
displayed. The pin is about 2-inches long and is a
common type of pin used in sewing. You offer to
demonstrate the newest trend in piercings, as you
position the tip of the pin against your hand. The
pin is then clearly and fairly pushed directly into the
back of your hand. Your spectator can see the pin
going deeper and deeper into the flesh.

You ask the spectator if they can see the pin exit
the other side and they respond with a bewildered,
“Yes!” They see that the pin has completely
penetrated the hand from the back to the front! Now
you ask your most daring spectator to grip the pin
with you and hold it steady. They do, and when
they’re least expecting it, you suddenly YANK the pin out of your hand!

THEY SEE IT!  THEY FEEL IT!  THEY FEAR IT!

The illusion is shockingly perfect, and perfectly shocking.  You receive the special
gimmick and everything you need to perform.

$19.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sugar-bunny
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pierced-pin-thru-hand/
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PK Tiki God
The Tiki Gods are in the house!  Containing
the MOST powerful magnet possible!  This is
another authentic prop from Little Jimmy’s Prop
Shop! And the TIKI is the GOD of all PK props
because it contains an incredibly strong magnet.
Little Jimmy custom fabricates ALL his props
from scratch.  It’s important to distinguish this
so you know that when you purchase a prop

from Little Jimmy, it is not something that has just been altered or customized. In
fact, if ever there was proof that this is the case, it would be with this item!  How
else could you get a magnet of this size and strength inside unless you created this
item from scratch.

Each Tiki God has been personally ritualized by Little Jimmy himself and comes in
a nice carrying bag.  Check out some other varieties of PK accessories from Little
Jimmy but scrolling “ALL THE WAY” down to the bottom of this product page.

Note: This item does NOT come with any other magnets or PK accessories.  It
does NOT come with instructions.

 $20

Stevens Magic Exclusives

The YOT
Magicians love ice-breakers and hands down this
is one of the best you will ever find. It’s a fact! The
YOT is the arguably one of the best puzzles ever
constructed. Being that our clients are magicians,
chances are very good that you have seen this item
before... Because if so, you are well aware of the
devious application involved.

With very little practice, one can (in front of
everyone) master The YOT. This is something that will drive
people crazy. There are subtle nuisances—that are so easy to
incorporate to ensure success. The item is “self-working” with
the exception of one very little scientific principle that you the
performer serve up!  One important point, after you have shown
how easy it is to open The YOT, put the lid back on and make
sure you pick it up and lightly move it in the air back and forth. Do this is in a
natural manner as you are handing The YOT to the spectator.  This is VERY
important.  Because if you fail to do this, the spectator will possibly be able to
open it.  This is what I refer to above as one of the “subtle nuances.”

The quality of this product is exceptional. It’s been around for years, but chances
are if you had one, you may not have it anymore, and it’s still as powerful and fun
today as it was when it first came out.  Suggested routine and video
performance on our site.

$45

BRANDBRANDBRANDBRANDBRAND
NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

BRANDBRANDBRANDBRANDBRAND
NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-yot/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tiki-god-pk/
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Historical Wonders
Faro Exposed

By Alfred Trumble
With an introduction by noted card expert, Jason England.
A deluxe, hardbound volume, 6 x 9 inches, with 98 pages
in sewn binding, a full-color recreation of the original
wrapper and all text digitally re-screened and enhanced.
Illustrated with woodcuts.

Written by Alfred Trumble and first published in 1882,
Faro Exposed was a landmark book on America’s
favorite crooked card game. It explains the origin, rules
and history of Faro, as well as the sophisticated methods
used by card cheats to beat the odds.  Among the

techniques described are rough, sanded, rounded and stripped cards; gaffed Faro
boxes; dodges with alluring names like The Coffee Mill, Squared Sights
and Tie Ups, Horse Hair and sundry other card-sharping methods.

Despite its importance and focus, the book is virtually
unknown today, due in part to the fact that only three
copies have survived. (Not even the Library of Congress
owns a copy of the original work.)

$50

Solomon’s Secrets
By David Solomon

David Solomon is one of the nation’s most prolific
cardicians, having spent 53 years seeking out, refining,
and inventing the most interesting and fooling methods in
the card magic.  Over the last 10 years, he has published
more than 100 tricks online, in print and shared them via
DVD. Now, he has compiled the best of them in this, his
latest must-have volume.

Solomon’s Secrets includes 50 card effects, among them
nuanced performance effects, poker tricks, card matches, mental miracles, updated
mathematical approaches and personal takes on classic plots. Among the
noteworthy effects explained are Solomon’s Simple Oil and Water, The Finger
Print Trick, Folded Discovery, Matcho From a Shuffled Deck, Blah Day
Clock, and Spectator Cuts U Count.

The book’s 208 pages are filled with detailed instructions,
over 200 photos that clearly illustrate all sleights, layouts
and procedures. At the end of most effects, the reader is
invited into “Solomon’s Mind,” to better understand the
thinking behind each effect.

$55

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/faro-exposed-author-alfred-trumble-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/solomons-secrets-david-solomon-book/
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True Classics With A Twist
Electric

$100.00 Bills
The Electric Deck has always been a favorite of
magicians and spectators.  It shows dexterity,
uniqueness and skill by the performer.  Always
creates a sensation when properly presented in a
normal act or for great comedy! (Further details
below.)

The Electric $100.00 Bills work with the same
principle as the Electric Deck.  (Also sold at Stevens
Magic—check website for details and price!) They cascade
from one hand to the other in stunning sequence.

The nice thing about this is NO skill is needed.  It’s always
in the handling.  The bills fall from one hand to the other
like a waterfall.

And the $100.00 bills look like original bills from
a distance.  You will have fun just playing with these
items.

$45

The Greatest Krazy
Kard...Of  All

A professional SPOT card that goes beyond any other
similar card effect!  A WONDERFUL STAND UP or
STAGE EFFECT!  Easy to per form.  Great
entertainment for ALL audiences and a fooler as well!
Up to EIGHT changes!  Professionally made for
professionals.  Self working.  Splendid
entertainment—Don’t miss this one.

Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality
materials.  A quick comedy routine.  You start by
showing three spots on one side and four spots on
the other side.  Then you find the spots multiplying
with six spots on one side and only one on the other
side.  You are really surprised when you turn the card
over again and discover you now have eight spots!

$47.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/electric-100-bills
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crazy-krazy-card/
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James Solberg Presents...

Magic Square
Methods And Tricks

This book introduces two previously unknown methods for
constructing 4-by-4 magic squares. Once you learn how, you
can build such magic squares quickly, directly, in real time
without having anything memorized or hidden in crib notes.
The methods are easy to learn and to perform, because you
never have to add more than two numbers at a time. In
addition, they offer unprecedented control over the outcome.

In addition to the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any number
in any cell), you can perform many magic square tricks and
stunts that would have been impractical without these new techniques. You will
also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips to ensure a maximum-
impact presentation.

 $60

More Magic
Square

Methods And Tricks
This book, second of a pair,
contains entirely new methods,
tricks, puzzles and stunts involving
magic squares, along with a new
theory that explains them.

Although it builds on the previous book (sold below),
for the most part the material is self-contained. It
introduces three classes of magic squares that are easy
to construct, are surprisingly versatile, and produce
the best possible outcomes. For both 4-by-4 and 5-
by-5 squares, you can start from any freely chosen

number in any chosen cell and complete a magic square as fast as you can write the
numbers, using no mental mathematics beyond counting. In addition to simplifying
the construction of 4-by-4 squares, these new methods crack the code for 5-by-5
squares, making them practical for live performances.

Many new tricks are made possible by these methods, such as constructing either a
4-by-4 or 5-by-5 magic square that contains a freely chosen number in a freely
chosen cell while blindfolded, or creating a 5-by-5 square that contains up to 10
freely chosen numbers. There are ideas for reversible squares (like the one on the
cover) and non-numerical squares involving ESP cards and geometric shapes. For
those with deeper interests, the final section contains a complete theoretical treatment
of magic squares of order, five including formula covering every possible solution.

 $50Catalog Special Only: Buy
Both Books & Save $10.00!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/more-magic-square-methods-and-tricks-solberg-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-square-methods-and-tricks-book/
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Sell Out At Blackpool 2018!
Buma’s

Glass-Sation
The performer borrows a clear liquid-
filled glass from an audience member.
This is then placed upon the
performer’s open palm left hand. The
performer then places their right hand’s
index finger tip several inches into the
center and just above the liquid in the
glass.

The performer now slightly twitches
their right hand’s index finger tip within
the center of the liquid-filled glass.
Immediately, the performer is seen to
remove their supporting left hand
completely from under the liquid-filled
glass, which is seen to be remaining
completely “SUSPENDED IN MID-
AIR” – liquid-filled glass and all!

The performer can freely move their
left hand all around, over and under the

now suspended liquid-filled glass to demonstrate that there’s no connection between
the performer and the glass “SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR”.

The performer is then seen to move their right hand upward. The liquid-filled glass
now levitates upward, it then descends back down to the performer’s palm, and it is
then immediately handed back to the spectator.

Glass-Sation Attributes:
• Can be performed for a single individual or in a parlor setting.
• Can be performed standing or seated—without a table.
• Perfect for bar performance, trade show, cruise ship and all similar impromptu

locales.
• Works with right or left-hand performance.
• Straightforward handling and performance all the way!
• Can carry in your pocket with ease, always ready to perform.
• No moving parts to break.
• No magnets, suction cups or wires are used.
• Works with most drinking glasses common to bars, restaurants and the like.

Hand made by BUMA—House Of Magic. Original in all respects. Complete
with Buma’s photo instructions.

 $47.50Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/glasssation-house-of-magic-buma-hom/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
The Original

“Red Tape Thumb Tie”
By Irv Weiner

Irv Weiner was one of the most-clever
creators in magic!  The Red Tape Thumb
Tie was one of his best.  Thumb Ties have always
been popular and entertaining.  A modern
method of presentation of the classic thumb tie.

Two spectators are called upon to assist the performer.  A roll of red adhesive tape
is shown and the two tape each thumb of the performer’s hands and also tie the
two thumbs tightly together.  At any time, the thumbs may be inspected by the
helpers and the thumbs are seen to be securely taped.  Yet, the magician catches
hoops which penetrate the thumbs and swing onto his arm.  His arms can also go
through the back of a chair and even seem to melt through the loops of a pair of
shears.  Finally, the red tape is cut away from the thumbs under the very noses of
the two helpers and there is nothing to see.

You will marvel at how ingenious this effect is—it allows you to do seemingly
impossible feats.  Irv’s version of this classic is one of the best and so EASY to
perform.  Comes complete with manuscript and all you need to perform many
shows and easy to refill too! We thank Irv Weiner for such brilliant thinking.

      For All Types Of  Audiences!   $22.50

Esoteric Kennedy
The performer shows an ordinary
half dollar and places it on a playing
card.  Unbelievably, the coin begins
to move by itself.  It rises up from
the card and stands on its edge.  It
twists and turns before returning
to its original position on the card.
They won’t believe this one!  Carry
it in your pocket all the time and
be ready to blow them away!  No
threads or magnets!
Manufactured by Stevens
Magic.

$30

Spinning
Stacked

Half  Dollars
Performer attempts an
unreal effect by taking
two half dollar coins and
attempts to stand one on
top of the other until it
is actually “balanced” on
top.  After a little effort,
this impossible feat

happens, but what happens next takes this
effect in a different direction.  The magician
can actually flick the top coin that is balancing
on top of the lower one and, the coin visually
spins—without falling off the coin.  Just as the
magic happens, suddenly the top coin loosens
its grip and falls off—the entire time the lower
coin is in full view.

$30By Permission From
Domenico Dante

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/red-tape-thumb-tie-irv-weiner/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-kennedy-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spinning-stacked-half-dollars-sme/
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Magic Latex Brand New...
Instant Cookies

You receive a special packet of cookies
that looks identical to a real one.  You
will be able to perform very visual
productions that are easy to do.  You
may produce a packet of cookies from
a sheet of paper, a flash, paper bag,
silk or from nowhere!

The production is incredibly fast!  You
can replace the packaging whenever
you desire, because you will receive a
special gimmick made of “latex flash”,
our material that adapts to any
cylindrical package and that can be

used with other similar packages.  You can combine the appearance of the package
with the gimmicked cookies already available on the magic market.  In some routines,
you can produce a real cookie from the packet.  NOTE:  The cookies shown in the
video are not included.

This effect comes with everything you need to perform lots of different routines!
In less than five minutes, you will be able to enjoy your magical productions.  A
very commercial and fast effect which will surprise and impress your audience!

         $20

Latex
Orange XL

Amazing fake of a real big orange!  You’ll
need to get closer than 3 feet to realize that
it’s not the real thing!  It is bigger and harder
than our normal latex orange.  Very useful
to perform the routine, “Orange, Lemon,
Egg and Canary.”

NOTE:  Each of the products is
handcrafted.  The entire manufacturing
process is done by hand—from the initial
assembly of the molds to the finishing coat
of paint!  Therefore, colors can vary slightly.

Now, available in two sizes: XL and Regular—both are the same great
price!

   Excellent Quality!!       $20 each

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/instant-cookies-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-orange-large-magic-latex
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Magic Latex Best Sellers
Latex Canary With Legs

Latex canary (with legs) is basically the same performing
characteristics of the latex dove. The canary has intense
yellow color. And though it is small in size, it can be seen
and recognized from long distances. You can easily hide it
in one hand, with a "finger palm". Special for performances
with small apparition cages. You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$22.50

Latex Banana
Imitation of a real banana—8 inches in length.  Hand
painted in different shades—making it appear very real.
You can transform a yellow handkerchief to a banana or
vice versa. Imagine producing several bananas from
anywhere during your show, creating a hilarious and
original running gag, that generates many laughs.  A quality
item that should be present in every comedy act. You
will receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$20
Latex Lemon

Real lemon or fake?  It has the exact texture and color.
You can turn a yellow handkerchief into a lemon, and in
reverse.  It has a small hole, which is easily hidden with a
fingertip.  This hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect
and quickly recover the shape once crushed.  Easy to
handle, which allows you to execute techniques like the
ones used in sponge ball routines.   You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$20

Latex Apple
The finest looking latex apple you have ever seen. It’s so
good, you will have to fight yourself from wanting to bite
into it! It’s so good, that used as a production device, your
audience will be “none the wiser!”

And as far as production goes, the skies are the limit. You
can make the apple appear using flash paper, produce it
from inside a cook book or from any place you desire.
The product has a small hole, which is easily hidden with
a fingertip. The hole is necessary by design to avoid vacuum effects while at the
same time, quickly recover its shape after it has been crushed. The hole also serves
double duty as a place to hide silks, and then make them appear. This item, like all
Magic Latex products, is hand made with attention to detail.

$20

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-apple-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-lemon-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-banana-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-canary-magic-latex/
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FingerTration
The performer borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill.  The
performer then folds the bill in half lengthwise, held
horizontally in the performer’s left hand with the now
folded over section of the bill facing downward.  The
performer then points upward into the fold from
underneath the bill with the index finger of their right
hand, directly at the center of the bill’s open “middle”.

The performer now partially inserts their right hand index
finger into the bottom of the bill’s open center when
suddenly they thrust their index finger right through the
center of the bill—“in one side and out the other”—the
performer’s index finger is now actually seen to be emerging from atop the other
side of the bill, its “outside” surface.  The performer is now seen to visibly slide
their penetrating index finger vertically up or down, right through the center of the
bill when suddenly they are seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.

Performance Benefits: Always ready to perform.  Easy to master.  Can be
instantly repeated. Totally Impromptu! Can be performed seated or standing.

$25

You Hear The
Bill Being

Penetrated!

Spectral
Levitation

Everything is BORROWED—a
handkerchief, silk or napkin.
Everything can be examined—before
or after.  Instantly repeatable
anywhere.  Totally impromptu.
Excellent for table-hopping.  Carry it
in your pocket.

Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/napkin and shows it to be innocent.  He
then places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to
rise up and up and up!  The item will rise up to 5 inches above the table top while
still under the cover.  The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a
pen, spoon, etc...proving the borrowed item is still in there.  Upon its return to
the table top, it is immediately uncovered allowing for both the cover and the
borrowed object to be returned.

Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing entire routine
and secret.  PLUS—you receive the custom “hand-made” gimmick made
by BUMA—innovative as only Buma can make them!

$47.50

Buma’s House Of Magic

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spectral-levitation-buma/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fingertration-buma/





